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SCREENINGS AT STADTKINO IM KÜNSTLERHAUS / FREIES KINO, VIENNA
MONDAY 6TH OF JUNE 2016

TUESDAY 7TH OF JUNE 2016

00:45 min

Encontradouro

Portugal

22:02 min

Ernie Biscuit

Australia

21:05 min

L'Ours Noir

Belgium

16:06 min

Rockmount

Ireland

13:55 min

Rainbow Party

Island

16:37 min

Kacey Mottet Klein,
naissance d'un acteur

Switzerland

14:36 min

Ursula Strauss, Stefan Ruzowitzky
Presidents of the Austrian Film Academy
“We are very proud to cooperate with the
Académie des César to present the world’s best
short films of the year for the first time in Vienna.”

Narration, Plot, Story?

Film is more than that. It’s also pure expression,
performance, materiality made of light and shadow, attraction beyond
the imperialism of purpose. It is abstraction, philosophy, and music.
Experimental, avant-garde film does not aim at identification with
emotional states and does not rely on clearly recognizable storylines.
Instead, it attempts to engage in pure thought and considers itself
the result of creative scientific analysis. But in the end it’s poetry,
informed by the extreme concentration of time and plot and the power
of imagery.
This decidedly different cinema often finds itself outside the scope
of conventional featurelength films and tends to present itself in the
broad category of short films, which does not fit in the mainstream
cinema slots and hence escapes the classic machinery. Short, in this
case, stands for free, independent, surprising, unusual, fascinating,
enigmatic. Far more than replicating stage spectacles, the short film
genre speaks an autonomous language.

19:00

21:00

Renault commercial

Brazil

16:15 min

00:47 min

Miškas

Lithuania

12:17 min

The Ballad Of Immortal Joe

Canada

06:14 min

Twaaga

Burkina Faso

31:36 min

Aaranyak

India

22:10 min

On Air

Germany

20:53 min

Maurice

Canada (Quebec)

13:33 min

Stutterer

US

12:53 min

Bunker

Norway

31:13 min

Home Sweet Home

Danemark

27:33 min

Ramona

Romania

21:33 min

Kung Fury

Sweden

32:15 min

Alles wird gut

Austria

30:05 min

End 0:50

Le Repas Dominical

France

14:33 min

30:01 min

Nommer 37

South Africa

25:33 min

56:02 min

Fig

Greece

13:20 min

Alike

Spain

08:01 min

April Fool's

Israel

26:25 min

Ramona

Mexico

15:12 min

Thriller

Italy

16:26 min

Furiant

Czech Republic

26:44 min

Quenottes

Luxembourg

12:35 min

The Photographers

South Korea

16:10 min

21:00 Break

The Death of A Security Guard

Taiwan

24:57 min

21:15

Operator

UK

06:31 min

La Contre-allée

France

Verboden Vlucht

Netherland

End 0:50

Philippe Faucon

DIRECTORS TOUR
Promotion 2016

Renu Savant
India

Daniel Martínez Lara &
Rafael Cano Méndez
Spain

Patrick Vollrath
Austria

Johathan Dekel
Israel

Hector Herrera
Canada

The Académie des César invites all the directors to live an exceptional
experience, the Tour: an 11-day trip in 3 European capitals hosting the
Panorama.
A great opportunity to meet the public, participate in professional
meetings and discover the cultural life of these European capitals.

The Tour, a time for meetings and exchanges, is also an opportunity for
the Académie des César to interview the filmmakers about their film, their
vision and their passion for Cinema... These interviews entitled "Paroles
d’Or" will be released on the websites and the social networks of the
Academies from the first days of the Tour.
Come discover the talents of this men and women from different
backgrounds whose passion gives shape to the Cinema of tomorrow !

Vibeke Heide
Norway

Cécile Ducrocq
France

Cheng Wei-Hao
Taiwan

Adam Elliot
Australia

Afonso Pimentel
Portugal

Nicolas Kolovos
Greece

Ondrej Hudecek
Czech Republic

Katrine Philp
Denmark

Ursula Meier
Switzerland

Mauricio Osaki
Brazil

Travis Taute & Nosipho Dumisa
South Africa

Yoo Jaehyun
South Korea

Pascal Thiébaux & Gil Pinheiro
Luxembourg

Céline Devaux
France

Dave Tynan
Ireland

François Jaros Ignas Meilunas
Lithuania
Canada (Quebec)

David Sandberg
Sweden

Robert Nacken
Germany

Caroline Bartleet
United Kingdom

For a film lover, short films are a laboratory of possibilities, a
landmark for new talents, a great place for filmmaking creation. In
dozens of minutes, merely a handful at times, we discover a variety
of viewpoints cast upon the world, each of them with a particular
intensity and its originality. Awarded by Film Academies from all
over the world, this is the best of the 7th art that is presented to us,
in its most concise and intense expression.

STOCKHOLM

Saturday 28th and Sunday 29th May
Svenska Filminstitutet

BRUSSELS

Friday 27th and Saturday 28th May
Académie André Delvaux

Since their beginning and this year again, Renault is proud to
support the Nuits en Or and to be associated with the values of
diversity and creativity carried by this event. It is especially a great
satisfaction to bring them to such a wide audience.

PARIS

LUXEMBOURG

VIENNA

Friday 27th May
D’Filmakademie

Monday 6th and Tuesday 7th June
Akademie des Österreichischen Films

from Monday 13th to Wednesday 15th June
Académie des César

Enjoy the films !
MADRID

LISBON

Tuesday 7th and Wednesday 8th June
Academia Portuguesa de Cinema

Monday 30th May to Friday 3rd June
Academia de las Artes y
las Ciencias Cinematográficas
de España

Judging from the few movies I have already seen from this 2016
edition, these "Nuits en Or" truly live up to their name!

Hester Overmars
Netherlands

Renault President - General Director
Friday 3rd and Saturday 4th June
Québec Cinéma

A short film panorama is a true film festival in and of itself, in
which ideas and atmospheres resonate in the time it takes to watch
a feature film, colliding in their differences and showing us the
immense possibilities of expression cinema has to offer.

Eva Sigurdardottir Giovanna Zacarías Andrei Cretulescu
Mexico
Iceland
Romania

Benjamin Cleary Giuseppe Marco Albano Cédric Ido
Italy
Burkina Faso
United States

MONTREAL

A short film is an art form on its own, and we sometimes lose its
artful rules of rhythm, brevity and immediacy, the ability to deliver
a vivid and sudden speech after having made so many feature films.
Hence my eternal interest and curiosity for this format!

Xavier Seron & Méryl
Fortunat-Rossi
Belgium

Carlos Ghosn
For the 6th year, thanks to the partnership
between the Académie des César and Renault,
the worldwide landscape of Cinema is enriched
with an event dedicated to short films, the
Panorama des Nuits en Or.

2016 Cesar Award for the Best Film
Honor Guest
At times, there is this belittling idea that exists
about short films that they are only movies in training
paving the way for longer formats. Such a simplistic vision!

After Athens, hosted by the Hellenic Film Academy and Rome, hosted by
the Accademia del Cinema Italiano, the filmmakers complete their journey
in Paris, hosted by the Académie des César.

Short films also include short stories, documentary sketches, and
animations: brief tales capturing little slices of life. They captivate
with what they leave out, with the choice of extreme perspectives, with
the playful alternation of sharpness in imagery and content.
Karina Ressler (Editor)

© DR

My Father's Truck

© S. La Rosa, M. Jannin, A. Wohlgemuth - ENS Louis-Lumière for the Académie des César 2016

19:00

20:45 Break

THE RIGHT OWNERS OF THE FILMS
Adam Elliot Clayographies / Année Zéro / Askja Films / Caroline Bartleet / La Boîte
à Fanny / Bare Golly Films / Basiliciak / Bizibi / Central Park Films / Dramaholic
Media Studio / Film and Television Institute of India, Pune / Gambit Films / Garde11 /
Good Company Pictures / Götafilm AB / Hélicotronc / Instituto Mexicano de
Cinematografía / Kinosseur Productions / Laser Unicorns / Daniel Martínez Lara /
Michael Donnelly V Media Limited / Milos-Films SA / Nucamusic / Mauricio Osaki / AP Afonso Pimentel / Kristina RamanauskaitÐ / Sacrebleu Productions / Sentimeter
Film / Michal Sinai / Studio FAMU / Together: Words+Pictures for Art & Culture / Zeilt
Productions / Zuidenwind Filmproductions
THE NATIONAL FILM ACADEMIES HOSTING THE PANORAMA
Academia de las Artes y Ciencias Cinematográficas de España, Antonio Resines,
Porfirio Enriquez, Enrique Bocanegra / Academia Portuguesa de Cinema, Paulo
Trancoso, Mafalda Relvas / Académie André Delvaux, Dan Cukier, Delphine Mougenot,
Kassandra Decloux / Accademia del Cinema Italiano, Gian Luigi Rondi, Manuela
Pineschi, Yolanda Hornman, Paola Micalizzi / D’Filmakademie, Claude Waringo,
Carole Pantanella / Hellenic Film Academy, Vassilis Katsoufis, Eleni Sourani, Amanda
Livanou, Mei Karamanidi / Akademie des Österreichischen Films, Josef Aichholzer,
Marlene Ropac / Québec Cinéma, Ségolène Roederer, Dominique Dugas, Diane
Leblanc / Svenska Filminstitutet, Theo Tsappos, Andreas Fock
THE PARTNER COMPANIES
RENAULT (Official Partner of the Académie des César), Claude Hugot, Ourida Draa
HIVENTY (Technical Partner of the Académie des César) Denis Auboyer, Benoit Provost,
Carole Ragondet, Cyril Beck, Jérôme Auger and the whole technical team
THE SERVICE PROVIDERS
AMBASSADOR, Laurent de Aizpurua, Laurent de Minvielle / Quentin Ducros (photo) /
GRAPH’IMPRIM, Isabelle Jobart / Yuko Kakizawa (poster) / NOVIUS, Laurent Bécard

ROMA

Wednesday 8th to Friday 10th June
Accademia del Cinema Italiano

ATHENS

Tuesday 7th and Wednesday 8th June
Hellenic Film Academy

VIENNA
Stadtkino im Künstlerhaus / FREIES KINO
Akademiestraße 13, 1010 Wien
THE ACADÉMIE DES CÉSAR TEAM
Samuel Faure, Claire Prénat, Elodie Saura, Cécile Bossard, Margaux Pierrefiche, Estelle
de Araujo, Jules Le Fèvre, Aloïs Champougny, Romaric Doublet, Maria Torme, Thierry
Borgoltz, Alexandre Di Carlo

Directors Tour

THE PANORAMA 2016

33 FILMS 32 COUNTRIES 37 DIRECTORS
The 6th and 7th of June 2016, the Stadtkino im Künstlerhaus (FREIES
KINO) opens its doors to the Académie des César and the Austrian Film
Academy, to host the 2016 edition of the Panorama des Nuits en Or.
An exceptional program that brings together all the short films
rewarded during the year by their National Film Academy (Oscar, César,
Goya, BAFTA ...).
The Panorama is an extraordinary journey around the world of
cinema, enabling the discovery of different cultures and tomorrow’s
filmmakers.
The Panorama is hosted by 10 Film Academies across several major
cities : Brussels, Luxembourg, Madrid, Stockholm, Lisbon, Athens,
Roma, Paris and new this year, Vienna and Montreal !
A unique opportunity for National Film Academies to initiate an
innovative cooperation, shedding light on the diversity of worldwide
films and participate, in their own way, in the exchange between
cultures.

Association pour la Promotion du Cinéma
11 rue de l’Avre - 75 015 Paris
tel : +33 (0)1 53 64 07 46
lesnuitsenor@academie-cinema.org
www.academie-cinema.org

Austrian Film Academy
Akademie des Österreichischen Films
Stiftgasse 25/Top 2, A-1070 Vienna, AUSTRIA
tel: +43 1 8902033
office@oesterreichische-filmakademie.at
www.oesterreichische-filmakademie.at

Alain Terzian
President of the Académie des César
Reflecting Cinema excellence and celebrating the
best of short film production, these are the ambitions
of the Panorama des Nuits en Or. This event, organized
by the Académie des César with its official partner Renault,
is dedicated to the 33 short films awarded by their National Film
Academies in 2016.
It is with great pride that we present this exceptional program, with
the support of worldwide Film Academies, to the public of Europe and
Montreal !
The Panorama is the discovery of different sensitivities and cultures,
guided by the singular look that these young filmmakers offer.
It is also a meeting with the masters of the Cinema of tomorrow. Can
anyone think of a great director who hasn’t made a short film at the
beginning of his career ?
With The Panorama, we want to show how Cinema can become a precious
tool of mutual understanding and creative exchanges between people.
Many thanks to RENAULT, loyal partner of the Académie des César for
so long, for supporting us in this ambition and many thanks to the Film
Academies of Belgium, Luxembourg, Austria, Spain, Portugal, Quebec,
Italy, Sweden and Greece for contributing to the growth of this program
dedicated to international Cinema.

© Serge Arnal / STARFACE

17:30 Roundtable
Austrian Film Academy in cooperation with the Académie des
César. Presentation of the world´s best short films: THE GOLDEN
NIGHTS. For the first time in Austria! Kurt Brazda (Director of
Photgraphy, FREIES KINO), Gerhard Ertl (Director, Board Member
Austrian Film Academy), Karl Markovics (Director, Actor, Board
Member Austrian Film Academy), Karina Ressler (Editor) Marlene
Ropac (Managing Director Austrian Film Academy)

Renault commercial

Akademiestraße 13, 1010 Wien

AARANYAK

ALIKE

ALLES WIRD GUT

APRIL FOOL’S

Fiction / INDIA
2015 SWARNA KAMAL
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Animation / SPAIN
2016 GOYA
FOR THE BEST ANIMATED SHORT FILM

Fiction / AUSTRIA
2016 ÖSTERREICHISCHER FILMPREIS
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / ISRAEL
2015 OPHIR
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

OF THE WILDERNESS

Director : Renu Savant / Running time : 22 min
Aaranyak strives to create the symbolic echoes in the story of two
girls searching for their imaginary friend into the deep darkness of
the industrial black hole - the water pipe. Intertwined with this,
is an another story - a search for water in a dried up river by two
migrant workers from the city.
The film moves between the lyrical and the self-reflexive, ending in
an ironic arrival into the real.

Directors : Daniel Martínez Lara & Rafael Cano Méndez
Running time : 8 min
In a busy life, Copi is a father who tries to teach the right way to his
son, Paste. But...what is the correct path?
A beautiful animation film that gives new colours to life.

THE BALLAD
OF IMMORTAL JOE
Animation / CANADA
2016 CANADIAN SCREEN AWARD
FOR THE BEST ANIMATED SHORT
Director : Hector Herrera / Running time : 6 min
A mysterious cowboy relates a haunted tale of love and loss.
Between heroism and tragedy, this animated short depicts a
loving tribute to northern ballads, cowboy songs, and classic
Spaghetti Westerns scored by alt-country band The Sadies.

EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY

Director : Patrick Vollrath / Running time : 30 min
A divorced father picks up his eight-year-old daughter Lea. It
seems pretty much like every second weekend, but after a while
Lea can‘t help feeling that something isn’t right. So begins a
fateful journey.

BUNKER

LA CONTRE-ALLÉE

Fiction / NORWAY
2015 AMANDA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / FRANCE
2016 CÉSAR
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Director : Jonathan Dekel / Running time : 26 min
An old tape reveals a practical joke that went terribly wrong.
The revelation leads to an unexpected search – not only for the
prankster, but for the filmmaker himself.

THE DEATH OF A
SECURITY GUARD

BACK ALLEY

Director : Vibeke Heide / Running time : 31 min
Monika tries to revive the close relationship with her childhood
friend Irene. A day-trip to an old German bunker reveals that the
offenses of the past have not faded, and that the struggle for
power between friends is not over.
A bittersweet film about the fragility of friendship.

Ditector : Cécile Ducrocq / Running time : 30 min
Suzanne has been a prostitute for 15 years. She has her turf, her
regular johns, her freedom. One day, young African prostitutes
settle nearby. Suzanne is threatened.
A powerful film that mixes fragility and harshness, speaks
without clichés about a taboo topic and of the ills of our society.

Fiction / TAIWAN
2015 GOLDEN HORSE
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM
Director : Cheng Wei-Hao / Running time : 25 min
A security guard died while patrolling a residential community.
His family suspect that it might be a suicide driven by a broken
heart. As it is reported all over the media, rumours begin to
circulate on the internet. Will the truth ever be found?

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

ENCONTRADOURO

ERNIE BISCUIT

FIG

FURIANT

Fiction / PORTUGAL
2015 SOPHIA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FICTION FILM

Animation / AUSTRALIA
2016 AACTA
FOR THE BEST ANIMATED SHORT FILM

Fiction / GREECE
2016 HELLENIC FILM AWARD
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / CZECH REPUBLIC
2016 CESKÝ LEV
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

DOURO, THE WORLD’S WOMB

Director : Afonso Pimentel / Running time : 22 min
A train driver, two school boys, a father and his son, a ticket
inspector... Four stories criss-cross during a journey up the river
Douro. Four memories of a region of rugged beauty.

Director : Adam Elliot / Running time : 21 min
The clayography of a lonely Deaf Parisian Taxidermist whose life
is turned upside down and back to front when a dead pigeon
arrives on his doorstep.
Adam Elliot tells us a story between humour and misadventure
of an apathetic character, ready for a brand new start.

HOME
SWEET HOME

KACEY MOTTET KLEIN, BIRTH OF AN ACTOR

Documentary / SWITZERLAND
2016 SWISS FILM AWARD
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM
Director : Ursula Meier / Running time : 15 min
8 years. 12 years. 15 years old. A body is growing and developing
in front of the camera, absorbing sensations and emotions,
confronting its limits and its darker hidden parts. A body that
through the years abandons itself to the character, transforming
what could be seen as simple (children’s) play-acting into the true
work of an actor.
A portrait of an adolescent who has created himself with the camera.

Director : Ondrej Hudecek / Running time : 27 min
A twisted queer romance set in the 19th Century picturesque
Bohemia telling a tabooed true story of birth of one of the
nation’s most influential writers, starring Julius Feldmeier
(Nothing Bad Can Happen).
Suspense, laughter, violence, hope, heart, nudity, sex, and
happy ending. Mostly happy ending.

Director : Nicolas Kolovos / Running time : 13 min
On her deathbed Eleni asks for a fig. Her husband, Kostas, goes
to the nearest tree to get one, but falls down and breaks his
foot. Time is short, and Kostas is old. With one fig in his hand he
struggles through the harsh nature to get home in time to fulfill his
wife´s last wish.
A funny, poetic and cruel film about a beautiful proof of love.

KACEY MOTTET KLEIN,
NAISSANCE D’UN ACTEUR

Documentary / DENMARK
2016 ROBERT
FOR THE BEST SHORT DOCUMENTARY
Director : Katrine Philp / Running time : 28 min
Burmese refugee in Malaysia, 10-year-old Salimah joins her
father and sister who have immigrated in Denmark 9 years ago.
Home sweet home is the discovery of a new country and a new
culture, but beyond that, it is the rediscovery of one’s own
family by a little girl with her hopes and her fears.

PEACOCK

KUNG FURY

MAURICE

Fiction / SWEDEN
2016 GULDBBAGE
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / CANADA (QUEBEC)
2016 QUEBEC CINEMA GALA AWARD
FOR THE BEST SHORT FICTION FILM
Director : François Jaros / Running time : 14 min
Everything would be fine. Maurice had made up his mind. He had
made a list: pick a date, announce his retirement, sell the car,
make a perfect cake, see old friends, and empty the garage.
Then, die with dignity.

Director : David Sandberg / Running time : 32 min
Miami Police Department detective and martial artist, Kung Fury,
time travels from the 1980s to World War II to kill Adolf Hitler, a.k.a.
" Kung Führer ". An error in the time machine sends him further back
to the Viking Age.
A crazy action movie, deliberately tacky, full of references to the
80’s pop culture.

MIŠKAS

MY FATHER’S TRUCK

NOMMER 37

ON AIR

Animation / LITHUANIA
2015 SIDABRINE GERVE
FOR THE BEST ANIMATED SHORT FILM

Fiction / BRAZIL
2015 GRANDE PREMIO
DO CINEMA BRASILEIRO
FOR THE BEST SHORT FICTION FILM

Fiction / SOUTH AFRICA
2016 SAFTA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / GERMANY
2015 LOLA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

WOODS

Director : Ignas Meilunas / Running time : 12 min
An old hermit scientist tries to catch a mythical creature
who lives in the forest and glows in the dark in order to fill his
exclusive collection. He builds a trap but soon gets into an
unexpected situation himself…
A brilliant and poetic tale about the secrets of the woods.

Director : Mauricio Osaki / Running time : 16 min
10-year-old Mai Vy skips school one day to help her father
with his passenger truck for hire. Set along the countryside of
Northern Vietnam, the little girl is soon confronted with shades
of morality and some harsh realities as she learns how things
outside the classroom really are.

NUMBER 37

Director : Travis Taute & Nosipho Dumisa / Running time : 26 min
Entrapped in his apartment, a recent paraplegic in financial
debt to a sadistic loan shark, initiates a dangerous blackmail
scheme when he witnesses a powerful gangster commit murder
while observing his neighbours through binoculars.
Between suspense, fear and despair, Travis Taute and Nosipho
Dumisa present a thriller full of tension and plot twists.

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

OPERATOR

Diector : Robert Nacken / Running time : 21 min
Two bohemians hijack a live radio show including the moderator
and guest, all in order to broadcast their political views.
Their intention to better the world takes on a however slightly
different spin.

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS

L’OURS NOIR

QUENOTTES
PEARLIES

THE BLACK BEAR

Fiction / UNITED KINGDOM
2016 BAFTA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM
Director : Caroline Bartleet / Running time : 7 min
Trapped in her burning house, Gemma calls the Emergency
Services. The operator who picks up the call is all she can rely on
to survive and save her son stuck upstairs.
Seven minutes of tension for an overwhelming drama.

Fiction / BELGIUM
2016 MAGRITTE
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM
Directors : Méryl Fortunat-Rossi & Xavier Seron / Time : 16 min
Rule # 1: Do not feed the bears.
Rule # 2: Do not approach within 100 meters.
Rule # 3: Do not surprise bears.
Rule # 4: Keep your dog on a leash.
Now that you know the rules, we wish you a pleasant stay in the
natural park of the black bear.
Blood, shocking humour and very special effects for a gory and
absurd comedy.

Fiction / SOUTH KOREA
2015 BLUE DRAGON AWARD
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / LUXEMBOURG
2016 LËTZEBUERGER FILMPRÄIS
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Director : Yoo Jaehyun / Running time : 16 min
Ayoung wanders around a slum to take some photos of the place
and its inhabitants. But suddenly strange whistles ring out and
surround her as she discovers mysterious things. Nervous yet
determined, Ayoung keeps taking photographs until the very end.

Director : Pascal Thiébaux & Gil Pinheiro/ Running time : 13 min
In everybody’s mind, the little mouse is a benevolent and
generous character... What if it isn’t? What if it is actually a
neurotic psychopath obsessed with its collection of dental
trophies ?
A fantasy short film where the generous little mouse from our
childhood becomes a real nightmare.

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

RAINBOW PARTY

RAMONA

RAMONA

LE REPAS DOMINICAL

Fiction / ICELAND
2016 EDDA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / MEXICO
2015 ARIEL
FOR THE BEST SHORT FICTION FILM

Fiction / ROMANIA
2016 GOPO
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Animation / FRANCE
2016 CÉSAR
FOR THE BEST ANIMATION (SHORT FILM)

Director : Eva Sigurdardottir / Running time : 17 min
In a tale of twisted innocence, 14-year-old outcast Sofia is
offered the chance to join the popular group at school, but
doing so requires making serious sacrifices.
Whoever said that teenage girls were pure and innocent?

Director : Giovanna Zacarías / Running time : 15 min
Ramona, a 84 year-old lady, announces that she is ready to
die. While her family and the village make arrangements, the
situation takes an unexpected turn.
A film about death that makes fun of the living...

SUNDAY LUNCH

Director : Andrei Cretulescu / Running time : 21 min
One girl. One night. One car. No coincidence.
In 20 minutes using a handful of masterful long takes, Andrei
Cretulescu takes us on the path of a mysterious woman in beige
trench coat, for a night journey without limits. Who is this
woman? ... Ramona?

Director : Céline Devaux / Running time : 15 min
Sunday. At lunch, James observes his family. They ask him
questions and don’t listen to his answers, they give advice but
don’t follow it, they stroke him and slap him, but it’s ok, it’s
Sunday lunch.

Warning : scenes, words or pictures may offend the sensibilities of the viewer.

ROCKMOUNT

STUTTERER

THRILLER

TWAAGA

Fiction / IRELAND
2015 IFTA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / UNITED STATES
2016 OSCAR
FOR THE BEST LIVE ACTION
SHORT FILM

Fiction / ITALY
2015 DAVID DI DONATELLO
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Fiction / BURKINA FASO
2015 AMAA
FOR THE BEST SHORT FILM

Director : Dave Tynan / Running time : 14 min

Director : Benjamin Cleary / Running time : 13 min

Director : Giuseppe Marco Albano / Running time : 16 min

Cork, Ireland, in 1982. 11 year-old Roy Keane
tries to make it onto the starting team of his club
Rockmount. He’s up against it; he’s younger and
smaller than the other lads. Doesn’t matter. This
strange boy is going places.
An intense fighting spirit like lesson, inspired by the
childhood of the famous captain of the national
soccer team.

For a lonely typographer, an online relationship
has provided a much-needed connection without
revealing the speech impediment that has kept
him isolated. Now, however, he is faced with the
proposition of meeting his online paramour in
the flesh, and thereby revealing the truth about
himself.

Michele has a dream: to dance on TV just like his idol
Michael Jackson. Unluckily the very same day of his first
audition, a demonstration strikes against the shut down
of the factory where his father works.
But Michele has an idea…
Giuseppe Marco Albano links with humour social and
economic hardships with a child’s dream.

Director : Cédric Ido / Running time : 32 min
Burkina Faso in 1987 is a country in the throes of
revolution. Manu, a young boy who loves comics, tags
along with Albert, his big brother. When Albert decides
to undergo a magic ritual, Manu realizes there are real
powers to rival those of superheroes.
Filmmaker Cédric Ido relates the history of Burkina
Faso being born under anti-imperialist leader Thomas
Sankara through the innocent eyes of our young hero.

VERBODEN VLUCHT
FORBIDDEN FLIGHT

Documentary / NETHERLANDS
2015 GOUDEN KALF
FOR THE BEST SHORT
DOCUMENTARY
Director : Hester Overmars / Running time : 56 min
The fascinating escape story of an eastern German
family. In the early 80’s a couple built a single engine
aircraft to escape from the communist dictatorship
with their two young childen. They were betrayed,
arrested by the Stasi and separated. Thirty years later
the family looks back on their history. What have been
the consequences of the failed escape attempt? And
how do these events affect their ideas about freedom?

